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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by IPH Limited (IPH) and comprises written materials/slides for a presentation concerning IPH.
This presentation is for information purposes only and does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to acquire, sell or otherwise dispose of, or issue, or
any solicitation of any offer to sell or otherwise dispose of, purchase or subscribe for, any securities, nor does it constitute investment advice, nor shall it or any
part of it nor the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any or contract or investment decision.
Certain statements in this presentation are forward looking statements. You can identify these statements by the fact that they use words such as “anticipate”,
“estimate”, “expect”, “project”, “intend”, “plan”, “believe”, “target”, “may”, “assume” and words of similar import.
These forward looking statements speak only as at the date of this presentation. These statements are based on current expectations and beliefs and, by their
nature, are subject to a number of known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause the actual results, performances and achievements to differ
materially from any expected future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward looking statements.
No representation, warranty or assurance (express or implied) is given or made by IPH that the forward looking statements contained in this presentation are
accurate, complete, reliable or adequate or that they will be achieved or prove to be correct. Except for any statutory liability which cannot be excluded, IPH and
its respective officers, employees and advisers expressly disclaim any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the forward looking statements and
exclude all liability whatsoever (including negligence) for any direct or indirect loss or damage which may be suffered by any person as a consequence of any
information in this presentation or any error or omission therefrom.
Subject to any continuing obligation under applicable law or relevant listing rules of the ASX, IPH disclaims any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any
updates or revisions to any forward looking statements in these materials to reflect any change in expectations in relation to any forward looking statements or
any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any statement is based. Nothing in these materials shall under any circumstances create an
implication that there has been no change in the affairs of IPH since the date of the presentation.
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About the IPH Group
Asia-Pacific’s leading IP professional services group

1) Approximate employee numbers
across the Group.
2) Management estimated market
share based on patent filing data:
Australia (IP Australia) – 1H FY22
as at 18/1/22; Singapore (IPOS) –
CY21 (preliminary) as at 2/2/22;
New Zealand (IPONZ) – 1H FY22
as at 8/2/22.
3) Management estimated market
share based on trade mark filing
data: Australia (IP Australia) share
of top 50 agents – 1H FY22 as at
13/01/22; New Zealand (IPONZ) –
1H FY22 as at 8/2/22.
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Strategic direction
Focus on IPH’s growth strategy

Organic growth

Enablers

www.iphltd.com.au

Robust client management
programs focused on
delivering the highest
levels of client service

Consolidate acquisitions

Targeted expansion
across Asia-Pacific

2022 Macquarie Australia Conference

Focus on our
people – attract,
motivate and retain

Growth step-outs

Expand service
offering to existing
Australian and New
Zealand corporates
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Global IP trends
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Technological self-reliance
Countries’ domestic focus on industry and technology drives IP protection

What this
means for IPH

Drivers:
• US-China strategic competition, in particular competition
over technology

• Return to industrial policy
will heighten the
competitive landscape and
need for IP protection.

• Supply chain disruptions caused by COVID-19
• Rapid technological change
• A return of industrial policy, particularly in Europe and China:

• Change in regulatory
framework will lead to
investment in technology,
which leads to investment
in IP protection

> Europe: A New Industrial Strategy for Europe, 2020
(twin pillars of digital and green)
> China: Five-year plans and Made in China 2025

• Clients may start to file in
locations based on their
country’s strategic
alliances with other
economies.

> US: Biden’s vision for a
 twenty-first century American
industrial strategy
“A strategy to strengthen our supply chains and rebuild our
industrial base, across sectors, technologies, and regions.”
Brian Deese, National Economic Council Director

www.iphltd.com.au

Source: US Department of Commerce and Wells Fargo Economics
Via Exponential View
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Semiconductors
A recent example of technological self-reliance with IP implications

•

•

In 2020, more than 1 trillion microchips
were manufactured around the world, about
130 chips for every person on earth;
global sales near USD 500 billion

EU Chips Act: “Our aim is to jointly create a state-of-the-art European chip
ecosystem, including production. We need to link together our world-class
research, design and testing capacities. We need to coordinate EU and
national investment along the value chain. This is not just a matter of our
competitiveness. This is also a matter of tech sovereignty.”
– Ursula von der Leyen, 2021 State of the Union address

Global shortage since 2020

USA: Innovation and Competition Bill:
USD 52 billion for domestic
semiconductor manufacturing (also
part of Biden’s infrastructure proposal);
private sector initiatives (Intel USD 20
billion (→100 Billion) for plant in Ohio)

www.iphltd.com.au

China: 2014 State Council, IC Plan,
Made in China 2025, US bans on
high- and sensitive-tech, disruption of
global value chains
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Data and AI governance
Increased investment in data and further regulation drives need for IP protection

• Evolving regulatory framework, particularly in the
areas of data (for example personal data protection)
and algorithms (for example transparency and anticompetitive use)
> Privacy/personal data: Europe and China
Personal Information Protection Act
> China algorithm regulation
> European AI Act

What this
means for IPH
• Companies will need help
navigating the evolving issues
and regulatory changes
surrounding data and AI.
• The investment in data and AI,
will likely lead to an increase in
the need for protection.

> the US watching carefully and focussing mainly
on competition/anti-trust law
• Questions around issues like free data flow vs data
localisation, ownership of data, autonomous
invention and creation and use of data to train
algorithms
• Some of these issues directly related to IP

www.iphltd.com.au
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Synthetic biology
Synthetic biology is a field of science that involves
redesigning organisms for useful purposes by
engineering them to have new abilities.

Exhibit 1: The disruptive impact of Synthetic Biology
When, and how, the technology will affect your industry

“By the end of the decade, syn-bio could be used extensively
in manufacturing industries that account for more than a third
of global output—a shade under $30 trillion in terms of value.”
BCG Henderson Institute
Synthetic Biology is about to Disrupt your Industry

www.iphltd.com.au
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Surge in synthetic biology academic publications
Synthetic biology publications: leading countries

What this
means for IPH
• Patent filings can increase for
new technologies 10-12 years
after a significant increase in
academic attention and
published papers (e.g. AI)
• Based on this trend and
current insights and publishing
on synthetic biology, we expect
to see an increase in patent
applications in this area.

Source: Scientometrics, 2017
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IPH strong financial
position
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Geared for growth
IPH retains strong balance sheet to fund growth initiatives

Underlying
EBITDA $’m

140

126.0

124.3
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89.7
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A$124.3m
1) Underlying EBITDA for FY21 excludes costs incurred
in pursuit of acquisitions, accounting charges for sharebased payments, impairment and IT SaaS
implementation costs2) Underlying FY20 EBITDA
includes AASB16, prior periods do not include adoption
of the standard
3) (Net debt / 12 month EBITDA)
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Strong balance sheet – HY22

Resilient cash flows – HY22

Low debt levels
(Leverage ratio of 0.4 times3)
Total equity – A$429.1m

Operating cashflow – A$47.3m
Cash conversion in excess of 100%

IPH
Year Global
TownConference
Hall
2022Half
Macquarie
Australia

FY21
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Realising our vision
To be the leading IP services group in secondary IP markets and adjacent areas of IP

• The IPH Group operates in eight secondary IP
jurisdictions: Australia, New Zealand,
Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia,
China and Hong Kong and services more than
25 countries across the Asia-Pacific region
• IPH has a strong track record of successfully
completing and integrating acquisitions
• Our acquisition strategy is supporting growth
in client cross referrals

Key:

• Growth step-outs in secondary IP markets are
a key part of our growth strategy

IPH offices
Primary IP markets

• The scale of the IPH Group provides the
opportunity for IPH to look further at IP
adjacencies

www.iphltd.com.au

Secondary IP markets
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Looking ahead
IPH well placed to capitalise on fundamentals driving IP protection

• Global IP trends remain supportive for IP protection
• IPH continues to be well placed to capitalise on these trends as the market
leader in the Asia Pacific region and through the group's well established
relationships in each of the primary markets
• IPH has demonstrated consistent earnings and cashflow generation to
underpin returns to shareholders
• IPH retains a strong balance sheet and capacity for further acquisitive
growth in secondary IP markets and IP adjacencies

www.iphltd.com.au
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Thank you
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